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As the core of a massive star collapses to form a neutron star, the flux of neutrinos in the

overlying shells of heavy elements becomes so great that, despite the small cross section,

substantial nuclear transmutation is induced. Neutrinos, especially the higher energy/_-

and r-neutrinos, excite heavy elements aud even helium to particle unbound levels. The

= evaporation of a single neutron or proton, and the back reaction of these nucleons on other
|

Species present, significantly alters the outcome of traditional nucleosynthesis calculations

leading to a ne_ process: v-nucleosynthesis. This process was first studied by Domogatsky

et al. [1] and Woa_ley [2]. Recent work by Epstein, Colgate, and Haxton [3] and Woosley

and Haxton [4] suggested that a large number of dements could owe their existence in na-

ture to v-induced reactions in supernovae. A parametrized study of this process including

shock wave propagation was carried out by Woosley et a/. [5] for selected zones of a 20

M® star. Here we give preliminary results for a 25 M® scar, including all v-reactions in
ali stellar zones.

The dynamic collapse of massive stars is initiated by photodissociation of iron peak
nuclei and electron capture on free protons and heavy nuclei. The electron neutrinos

generated bythe capture process are trapped when p ,,_ 1012 g cm -3. The energy-dependent

neutrinosphere (rv ,-, 1), located at r ,,_ 50-100 km, radiates ,_ 1051 ergs during the infall

phase (duration ,,_ 100 ms). When the core density exceeds nuclear matter density the
repulsive nuclear force causes core bounce which drives a strong shock wave through the

collapsing envelope. When the shock front breakes through the neutrinosphere a burst

of v_-pairs of all flavors is released. This outbm_t lasts for _- 4 ms and is followed by a

cooling tail (_ 10-20 ms) that cre'ties ,,_ 3 1051 ergs. However, the total amount of energy
lost due to neutrino emission during infall and shock break-out is small compared to the

total binding energy of the neutron star (,,_3 105s ergs) that has to be released in the

supernova event. The bulk of this energy is emitted during the Kelvin-Helmholtz cooling

phase of the proto neutron star lasting several seconds [6]. Woosley e_ al. [5] assumed the
neutrino energy spectrum to be of Fermi'Dirac form with zero c'.,.., ical potential. The

mean neutrino energy is then related to the temperature by ev - 3._ Tr. For heavy lepton

neutrinos (v_, vr) the mean free path is much larger than for electron neutrinos so that
their neutrinospheres are located further inside the star which causes a higher t,em')erature.
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' Expected values are T(vc) _ 4 MeV and T(u,) ,-_T(vr) ,,_ 1.5 T(ve). Recent calculations
of neutrino transport in Type II supernovae [6,7] show that the energy distribution is

non-thermal. The total energy emitted in all neutrino flavors can be described by an

exponentially decaying luminosity with time constant rv ,,, 3 s. At a radius r =109 r9 cm
inside the star the neutrino flux is _v "_ 2.5 10as r92 Esa T_ rv exp(-t/rv)cm-2s -1.

Becat_se of their higher temperatures, _' and r-neutrinos can efficiently excite nuclei

to particle unbound states by inelastic neutral current scattering: (Z, A)+v --., (Z,A)* +u'.

The excited nuclei then decay by n_p,d,t,a, or multiple particle emission. Nucleons and

nuclei generated by neutrino spallation continue thenucleosynthesis by reacting in the

-" supernova environment. The traversing shock raises the temperature to a peak value of

Tp ,,_ 2.4 109E_/4 r9"s/' K, where E51 is the total kinetic energy of the supernova in units of
1051 ergs, Due to radius expansion the neutrino flux during the post-shock phase declines

more rapidly than given by the exponential decay. The neutrino-induced reaction rates

are thus given by = a(T ) ¢'.(1 + - to))-2, where to is the shockarrival
time. The qualitative features of the nuclear response to neutrinos of energies up to ,,_
150 MeV are well understood. The threshold response is determined by allowed Gamow-

Teller transitions. The allowed response should be weak for closed-shell nuclei like 4He,

160, and _Ca, where such transitions are Pauli blocked, but relatively strong for nuclei

located between closed shells. Because of fhzt-forbidden operators the higher energy #-

and r- neutrinos can strongly excite the supermultiplet of giant resonances. Woosley e_

al. [5] presentedshell model calculations of neutral and charged current cross sections for
a set of 18 "node nuclei" between 4He and S°Zr. Cross sections for non-node nuclei were

obtained by interpolation. Theoretical uncertainties in the calculations are estimated to

be less than ,,, 50 %, but errors due to the averaging over thermal distribution functions
could be larger.

The resulting reaction rates were implemented in a reaction network including 150

isotopes and used to study the u-process in the environment of a 25M® star (Woosley,

Vv_eaver,and Haxton 1990; Table 1: [14]). The stellar model was evolved with the KEPLER

code developed by Woosley and Weaver. Population I abundances were adopted. The final

model at the onset of core collapse was exploded by a piston depositing 7×10 5o ergs of

kinetic energy at infinity.

TABLE 1

Tv "' (MEV')
Isotope no-u 4 6 8 8

7Li 0.01 0.08 0.19 0.50 0.80

11B 0.004 0.80 1.40 3.20 5.10

19F 0.20 0.70 1.30 2.20 3.50

asC1 .0_40 0.50 0.6{3 . 0.70 0.80.

What is the light element signature of the u-process7 To evaluate the "success" of



' the v-process in producing an isotope we normalize its ejected mass to the co-produced

2.5 IMO of 160 (Table 1). For a total neutrino energy of 3x105s ergs we consider neu-

trino temperatures of 4, 6, and8 MeV. The 8 MeV calculation was also carried out

for 6x105. ergs (5th column in Table 1). In the v-process 7Li and 11B (but not 6Li,

9Be, and l°B) are 'produced by the reaction chain 4He(v,v'n)SHe(c_, 7)'Be(a, 7)11C and

4He(v,v'p)SH(a,v)TLi(a,V_llB. The nuclei rBe and 11C decay to VLi and liB, respec-

tively. Lithium has traditionally been regarded as a product of cosmic ray spallation(CRS)

and Big Bang nucleosynthesis, but the need for a significant stellar contribution was re-
cently demonstrated [11]. Boron is also traditionally a CRS product. However, liB is not

"" well produced in past studies of CRS which has led to the hypothesis that cosmic rays

might have an (unobservabIe) low-energy component [12]. The results presented here and

in [5] argue against such a contrivance. Plausible stellar mechanisms for lithium productioni
invoke novae, supermassive objects, red giants, and supernovae [11]. Recently, Dearborni

i et al. [13] have re-considered the possibility for neutrino-independent, shock-induced pro-
duction of lithium and boron in supernovae, but unrealistically high shock temperaturesi

need to be invoked to make this mechanism work in the absence of neutrinos [5]. Another

isotope successfully produced by supernova neutrinos is I_F whose nucleosynthetic origin
has traditionally been very uncertain [4,5]. Although fluorine can also be produced in

the presupernova star by partial helium burning this study confnms the conclusion that

g-production of 19F in the neon shell predominates inmassive stars.
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